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1. Introdu tion

Classi al game theory has fo used upon situations in whi h out omes are known.
When un ertainty is addressed, it makes unreasonable assumptions about ommon
knowledge ( f. Harsanyi, 1967/68a,b). Also, game theory makes unreasonable
assumptions about human de ision-making (Camerer, 2003).
Classi al risk analysis has fo used upon situations in whi h the hazards arise at
random. This is appropriate for a ident and life insuran e, but it does not apply
when hazards result from the a tions of an intelligent adversary.
Corporate ompetition, federal regulation, and ounterterrorism all entail
game-theoreti problems with un ertain out omes and partial information about the
goals and a tions of the opponents. This talk des ribes a Bayesian approa h to
adversarial risk analysis. It extends the de ision analysis of Kadane and Larkey
(1982) through the use of a mirroring argument.
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Myerson (1991, p. 114) points up this problem learly:
A fundamental di ulty may make the de ision-analyti

approa h

impossible to implement, however. To assess his subje tive
probability distribution over the other players' strategies, player

i

may feel that he should try to imagine himself in their situations.
When he does so, he may realize that the other players

annot

determine their optimal strategies until they have assessed their
subje tive probability distributions over i's possible strategies.
Thus, player

i may realize that he annot predi t his opponents'

behavior until he understands what an intelligent person would
rationally expe t him to do, whi h is, of

ourse, the problem that

he started with. This di ulty would for e
de ision analyti

i to abandon the

approa h and instead undertake a game-theoreti

approa h, in whi h he tries to solve all players' de ision problems
simultaneously.

However, instead of following Myerson in defaulting ba k to game theory, we use the
mirroring method. It may be viewed as a Bayesian version of Level-k thinking (Stahl
and Wilson, 1995).
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2. Au tions

Suppose Apollo is bidding for a rst edition of the Theory of Games and E onomi
Behavior. He is the only bidder, but the owner has set a se ret reservation pri e v ∗
below whi h the book will not be sold. Apollo does not know v ∗ , and expresses his
un ertainty as a subje tive Bayesian distribution F (v).
Apollo's utility fun tion is linear in money and his personal valuation of the book is
a∗ . If money is innitely divisible, his hoi e set is A = IR+ . so his expe ted utility
from a bid of a is (a∗ − a)IP[a > V ∗ ]. Thus Apollo should maximize his expe ted
utility by bidding
a0 = argmaxa∈IR+ (a∗ − a)F (a).

This is a standard approa h in Bayesian au tion theory ( f. Raia, 2002).
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Now suppose that Apollo and Daphne are bidding against ea h other to own the rst
edition. Apollo needs to perform a game-theoreti al ulation to nd his subje tive
distribution F over Daphne's bid D0 . Then Apollo an maximize his expe ted utility
by bidding a0 = argmaxa∈IR+ (a∗ − a)F (a).
In order to nd F , Apollo uses the fa t that Daphne must make the symmetri
al ulation. This is the mirroring argument.
Spe i ally, suppose Daphne values the book at d∗ and has distribution G on Apollo's
bid a0 . Then Daphne would solve d0 = argmaxd∈IR+ (d∗ − d)G(d); and symmetri ally,
to obtain G(d), Daphne would need to mirror Apollo's al ulation.
But Apollo annot dupli ate Daphne's al ulation sin e he does not know her value
for the book, nor the value she thinks Apollo puts on the book, nor the value she
thinks Apollo believes is her value for the book. As a Bayesian, Apollo must express
his un ertainty on all three quantities through distributions.
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The notation be omes ompli ated; the following key is helpful:
• a∗ is Apollo's value for the book
• D∗ is Daphne's value for the book; sin e it is unknown to Apollo, he assigns it
the distribution HD
• A∗ is the random variable that Apollo thinks Daphne uses to represent Apollo's
value for the book; it has distribution HA
• F is Apollo's belief about the distribution of Daphne's bid.
• D0 is Daphne's bid
• G is Apollo's inferen e about Daphne's distribution on Apollo's bid.
• A0 is Apollo's bid from Daphne's perspe tive.

These probabilities are all belong to Apollo; he imputes the beliefs that Daphne holds.
If he is mistaken, he diminishes his han e of maximizing his gain.
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To determine his bid a0 , Apollo needs F , the distribution of Daphne's bid. He knows
that Daphne's bid D0 should satisfy D0 = argmaxd∈IR+ (D∗ − d)G(d) where D∗ is
Daphne's value (a random variable, to Apollo) for the book and G(d) is Apollo's
estimate of Daphne's probability that a bid of d ex eeds Apollo's bid A0 .
And, to Daphne, A0 = argmaxd∈IR+ (A∗ − a)F (a) where A∗ is Daphne's belief about
Apollo's value for the book and F (a) is Apollo's estimate of Daphne's probability
that a bid of a ex eeds her bid D0 . Thus D0 ∼ F and A0 ∼ G.
Apollo must nd his personal belief about F by solving:
argmax

d∈IR

argmax

+

(D∗ − d)G(d) ∼ F

∗
(A
− a)F (a) ∼ G.
a∈IR
+

The distributions for D∗ and A∗ are HD and HA , respe tively.
On e Apollo has F , he solves a0 = argmaxa∈IR+ (a∗ − a)F (a) to determine his bid.
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To solve this system of equations, one iteratively alternates between the two equations
until onvergen e:
1.

Sele t F0 and G0 arbitrarily.

2.

Simulate a large number of samples from HA , and solve the argmax problem
under Gi . The distribution of those solutions gives Fi+1 .

3.

Simulate a large number of samples from HD , and solve the argmax problem
under Fi+1 . The distribution of those solutions gives Gi+1 .

4.

If some onvergen e threshold δ is satised (e.g., kFi − Fi+1 k < δ and
kGi − Gi+1 k < δ ), then stop. Otherwise, return to step 2.

In simulation, this round-robin algorithm has always onverged. But one wants a
xed-point theorem, and the key issue is to show this iteration is a ontra tion
operator. For a nite dimensional spa e (roughly orresponding to bids in pennies,
rather than innitely divisible money), this an be done in terms of Gauss-Siedel
systems of equations.
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This framework allows Apollo to in orporate se ret information.
For example, suppose Apollo alone knows that the book was owned by Sir Ronald
Fisher, with annotations in his hand. In that ase, his personal value a∗ is high, but
his distribution for Daphne's value, HD , will on entrate on mu h smaller values.
Similarly, he might know that Daphne knows the provenan e of the book but thinks
that Daphne believes, falsely, that Apollo does not. In that ase HD will give
on entrate on large values, but Apollo's belief about what Daphne thinks is his value
for the book, HA , will on entrate on small values.
In prin iple, one ould go into an innite regress:
Apollo thinks that

Apollo thinks that

Daphne thinks that

Daphne thinks that . . ..

But for human reasoning, it is probably quite reasonable to stop at the third step,
with the distribution HA for A∗ , as des ribed in the mirroring analysis.
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The following gures illustrate the xed point solution. (Note that the aption
reverses the roles of Apollo and Daphne.) The starting points for HD and HA were
distin t triangular distributions on [0, 100].

The left panel shows the third iterate; the right panel shows the tenth iterate.
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These panels show the result of a algorithm. The left is the expe ted utility Daphne
believes Apollo thinks he will get from a given bid. The right shows the expe ted
utility that Daphne will re eive from a given bid.
Apollo makes the bid that maximizes his expe ted utility with respe t to his
true value for the book, not the random distribution he imputes to Daphne.

Note:
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3. The Smallpox De ision

In 2002, U.S. poli y-makers were on erned that terrorists might laun h a bioterrorist
atta k with smallpox. They onsidered three s enarios:
• A major atta k, involving multiple ities and weaponized virus.
• A minor atta k, similar to the anthrax letters.
• No smallpox atta k.

And the kinds of defenses under onsideration were:
• Sto kpiling va ine
• Sto kpiling va ine and in reasing biosurveillan e
• Sto kpile, in rease biosurveillan e, ino ulate all rst responders
• Ino ulate essentially everyone.
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Smallpox fa ts:
• In 1967, WHO estimated that there were 15 million ases, with 2 million deaths.
• In 1979, WHO ertied the eradi ation of smallpox (the eort ost $300 million).
• In developed nations, the most re ent natural outbreak was in Yugoslavia in 1972.

In the U.S., the last outbreak had been in NYC in 1947; 6.3 million people were
ino ulated within three weeks.

• There are two forms: Variola major (hemorrhagi ) and Variola minor. After

infe tion, the in ubation period lasts about 12 days, and the disease be omes
obvious and infe tious on the 12-15th day. By the 28th day, the patient is dead or
re overing.

• Smallpox is less infe tious that measles or inuenza. In developed nations, no

re ent epidemi has progressed beyond the se ond generation.

• The fatality rate from Variola major is between 3% and 35%. For Variola minor

is about 1% with modern treatment.
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The last natural ase of hemorrhagi smallpox killed Rahima Banu, a two-year-old
girl in Bangladesh in 1975. The last natural ase of Variola minor was a Somali ook
named Ali Maow Maalin, who survived.

In 1978 there was an a idental release from a Birmingham laboratory. A medi al
photographer died. This led to the elimination all sto ks ex ept for ar hival samples
maintained in the U.S. and Russia.
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In game-theoreti terms, the payo matrix for this problem is shown below, where Cij
represents the ost (or benet) to the U.S., and Dij represents the orresponding ost
to the terrorists.
No Atta k

Minor Atta k

Major Atta k

Sto kpile

(C11 , D11 )

(C12 , D12 )

(C13 , D13 )

Biosurveillan e

(C21 , D12 )

(C22 , D22 )

(C23 , D23 )

First Responders

(C31 , D31 )

(C32 , D32 )

(C33 , D33 )

Mass Ino ulation

(C41 , D41 )

(C42 , D42 )

(C43 , D43 )

A game theorist would repla e the random payos by their average values, and then
use the minimax theorem to nd the optimal play. But the best play for the
average

ase is not the same as the play that is, on average, the best.

A risk analyst would assume that terrorists atta k at random, like the weather.
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The ARA approa h is dierent: it uses mirroring to model the de ision pro esses
of the terrorist, while taking a ount of the fa t that the terrorist is modeling the
defender.
As in the au tion example, the Defender has two distributions. The rst is the
distribution that des ribes the Terrorist's beliefs about the random payo matrix.
The se ond des ribes what the Terrorist thinks is the Defender's beliefs about the
random payo matrix.
This leads to a pair of oupled equations, whi h the Defender solves in order to
determine the probability distribution over the Terrorist's de ision. Then the
Defender makes the hoi e that maximizes his expe ted utility with respe t to that
probability distribution.
Obviously, neither Terrorists nor Defenders a tually solve these equations. But
the equations formalize the kind of strategizing that humans often perform more
heuristi ally.
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The Defender's two distributions are obtained by traditional probability eli itation
from experts.
For the distribution on what the Defender thinks is the Terrorist's payo matrix,
the Defender may use information from informants, expert opinion on terrorist
psy hology, and information about their resour es and goals.
For example, initially the Defender might think that it would be prohibitively
resour e-intensive for the Terrorist to a quire smallpox. But if intelligen e suggests it
has been a quired, then the updated payo matrix distribution hanges to indi ate
that a smallpox atta k has low prospe tive ost and high value.
The other distribution, the one that the Terrorist has on the Defender's payo matrix,
may be even more straightforward to obtain. In an open so iety, the Terrorist has
a ess to essentially the same ost information that the Defender does.
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The Defender might imagine that the Terrorist is modeling the distribution of osts
for C11 in the top-left ell. It represents the ost to the U.S. of sto kpiling va ine
when, in fa t, no smallpox atta k is made.
C11

=

ost to test diluted Dryvax +

ost to test Aventis va

ine

+ ost to make 209 x 106 doses + ost to produ e VIG
+ logisti /storage/devi e osts.

The Dryvax and Aventis va ines had been kept in storage for years. Their residual
poten y was un lear; testing was needed. Two experts pooled their opinions and
de ided that the testing ost might be uniformly distributed between $2 million and
$5 million.
The FDA said that new va ine produ tion was xed by ontra t at $512 million. The
VIG ost is modelled as N($100 million, $20 million2 ). Logisti s osts are distributed
as N($940 million, $100 million2 ).
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Preliminary resear h with domain experts provided approximate distributions for the
osts in the Defender's payo matrix. Other terms that experts assessed in luded:
• The value of a human life was treated as xed, at $750,000. (This follows the

DOT human apital model; non-market methods tend to give higher values.)

• The number of key personnel to be ino ulated: this was guessed to be uniform

between .5 million and .6 million.

• The number of smallpox ases per atta k: this was guessed to be gamma with

mean 10 and sd 100.

• The ost to treat one smallpox ase: normal with mean $200,000 and sd $50,000.
• The e onomi

osts of an atta k: gamma with mean $5 billion, sd $10 billion.

Expert eli itation is always problemati , but for pra ti al reasons it has been
embra ed by DHS, CREATE, and other ounterterrorism analysts.
The dierent osts in the matrix are orrelated. If the sto kpiling osts turn
out to be higher than expe ted, those higher osts should also appear as a summand
in every ell in that same row. The payo table is a random matrix with a omplex
orrelation stru ture.

Note:
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Using these toy models for osts, to both the Defender and the Terrorist, we generated
10,000 random bivariate payo matri es and solved ea h as a non-zero-sum game.
Some solutions were randomized strategies, but most were not.
Averaging these solutions gave estimates of the probability that parti ular a tions
would be taken by the Terrorist, and estimates of what we believe is the Terrorist's
probabilities for our a tions.
Under the plausible but inexa t eli itations we used, the Terrorist will not mount a
smallpox atta k with probability .99; the han e of minor atta k is .002, a major
atta k is .008.
We also estimate that the Terrorist thinks there is probability .21 that the Defender
will sto kpile va ine, probability .23 that the Defender will sto kpile and in rease
biosurveillan e, probability .29 of sto kpiling, surveilling, and ino ulating rst
responders, and probability .26 of mass ino ulation.
In this s enario, our expe ted utility is maximized by sto kpiling.
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4. Con lusions

Adversarial risk analysis is an important ombination of tools from game theory and
statisti al risk analysis. In parti ular, Bayesian versions of ARA provide atta tive
alternatives to the known de ien ies of urrent methods.
In au tions, gambling, and ounterterrorism, agents often have mental models for the
de ision-pro esses of their opponents. If those models are orre t, then there is the
opportunity to improve on the innate pessimism of minimax solutions.
A key omponent is the need to properly handle many dierent kinds of un ertainty,
whi h arise in dierent parts of the analysis. The toy problems onsidered in this talk
point to some of the issues, in the ontext of normal form and extensive form games.
For more omplex appli ations, say in ounterterrorism, work is needed to a ount for
the ee ts of de entralized and tiered de ision-making, onstraints on the resour es of
the opponents, and sensitivity analysis to the Bayesian beliefs and eli itations.
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